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Improving Student Engagement in a Senior-level Manufacturing Course for Mechanical Engineering Students

Introduction:

The mechanical engineering curriculum prepares students for employment in a broad range of industries [1]. In the Midwest, many graduating mechanical engineering students will find employment in manufacturing-related fields. This is especially true in Ohio, where 17.8% of the total gross state product is accounted for by over 12,000 manufacturing firms [2]. For this reason, manufacturing courses play an important role in preparing mechanical engineering students to succeed in these industries.

While most engineering courses are calculation- or design-intensive, manufacturing courses tend to be primarily information-driven. Covering this content through traditional lecturing often fails to fully engage student interest, motivation and learning potential. Research on student engagement in higher education indicates that improvements to course design and content delivery can improve student engagement [3-7]. Recommendations to instructors include developing interactive course activities [4], incorporating online multimedia resources [5-7], and integrating practical experiences into the delivery of the course content [7].

The purpose of this paper is to describe and evaluate the changes made to a traditional manufacturing lecture course that sought to improve student engagement and learning. The new course structure consisted of four components: 1) self-learning outside the classroom, 2) hands-on manufacturing experiences, 3) a lecture incorporating active-learning exercises, and 4) a TED Talk-style final presentation.

Student and Course Background:

The University of Mount Union is a private, liberal arts institution located in Alliance, OH. The Engineering Department offers ABET-accredited undergraduate degree programs in mechanical and civil engineering. Of the nearly 2200 students enrolled at Mount Union, approximately 130 are majoring in one of the engineering disciplines.

A manufacturing science course is required for mechanical engineering students during the spring semester of their final year. The course is comprised of a 2-credit-hour course lecture and a 1-credit laboratory. Before spring semester of 2017, the course followed a more traditional structure. Readings were assigned out of a manufacturing textbook, the manufacturing processes were described during traditional academic lectures, and tests were proctored to assess student learning. The 1-credit-hour lab was used to tour five local manufacturing facilities throughout the semester. A comparison between the 2016 and 2017 course structure is shown in Figure 1.
During the spring 2017 semester, 14 senior-level, male mechanical engineering students were enrolled in the course, of which two (14%) identified as an underrepresented minority and one (7%) as an international student. On pre-course surveys, eight students (57%) listed a previous internship in a manufacturing-related area with five (36%) indicating hands-on experience with manufacturing equipment. The remaining 6 students (43%) listed no previous manufacturing experience.

**Course Components**

1. **Self-Learning Component:**

As the first major change to the course, the textbook was replaced with an online manufacturing learning resource, THORS Academy (THORS eLearning Solutions, Medina, OH). The THORS Academy (THORS) consists of online courses designed to provide in-depth manufacturing knowledge to individuals working in or with the manufacturing industry, including business professionals, engineers, skilled laborers, and entry-level employees [8]. Primarily, THORS was designed to train employees working with different manufacturing processes including foundry, forging, and machining. A standard THORS course is organized into 3 components: 1) Pre-Assessment, 2) Course Content, and 3) Post-Assessment.

The Pre-Assessment consists of a quiz, typically between 15-25 questions, covering the contents and learning objectives of the course. In addition to providing a baseline for future assessment, the Pre-Assessment functioned to introduce course content, assess prior knowledge, and motivate students to seek out new knowledge.
The Course Content module is organized into discrete topic sections and relevant information is delivered using interactive, multimedia methods. THORS contains nearly 3,000 videos and animations integrated into its courses to demonstrate the specific processes [8]. An example Course Content module interface is shown in Figure 2A. These courses range in length and can take as long as 15 hours to complete, but most courses fall within the 2-6 hour range. A five-question quiz follows each topic section to review important concepts.

The Post-Assessment is similar to the Pre-Assessment in structure, but can only be attempted after the student views the entire Course Content module. To pass the THORS course, a minimum score of 80% is required on the Post-Assessment. If an 80% is not achieved, the students are directed back to review the sections in the Course Content module on which they tested poorly. Afterward revisiting these sections, the student can retry the Post-Assessment. An example question from the Post-Assessment is shown in Figure 2B.

In lieu of homework assignments, students were assigned THORS courses (Tab. 1) corresponding to hands-on and active lecture components. Students were given 3 weeks to complete each course. Their Post-Assessment score was established as the grade for the self-learning component of the course.

Figure 2: Example of THORS interface for Course Content (A) and Post-Assessment (B) [9]. *Used with permission from THORS eLearning Solutions.
Table 1: THORS courses assigned during semester. Students were given 3 weeks to complete each course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>THORS Course Name</th>
<th>Course Length (hrs)</th>
<th>Corresponding Lecture Topic</th>
<th>Assignment Length (wks)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Machining Foundation</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>Cutting Dynamics, Fabrication Laboratory</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonded Sand Molding</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>Casting Processes, Steel Casting Facility Tour</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stamping Fundamentals</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Forming and Shaping Processes</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer Fundamentals</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Polymer Manufacturing, Additive Manufacturing</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2. Hands-on Component:

The hands-on component of the course was comprised of a fabrication laboratory in the machine shop and tours of local manufacturing facilities. The manufacturing facility tours were continued unchanged from the previous years and included tours to five different manufacturing facilities within 40 miles of the university (Tab. 2). After each tour, students were assigned a reflection essay describing what they learned on the tour.

Table 2: Manufacturing Facility Tours

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Type</th>
<th>Week of Semester</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Continuous Steel Production</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heat Treatment of Metals</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saw Blade Manufacturing</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additive Manufacturing Innovation Center</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polymer Injection Molding</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Since the use of THORS allowed for a “flipped classroom,” where content was delivered to the students outside of classroom, scheduled course meetings could be spent on additional hands-on activities [10]. This allowed for four weeks of lecture to be replaced with four fabrication lab exercises: 1) milling, 2) turning, 3) welding, and 4) tapping and threading (Fig. 3). Through these activities, students were introduced to the basic use of the equipment (Fig. 4) while machining simple aluminum components and welding A36 structural steel. Lab activities were completed in pairs during timeslots spaced 1 hour apart.

**Figure 3:** The fabrication laboratory consisted of hands-on experience with four unique manufacturing processes. The experience culminated with a lab-based design project.
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**Figure 4:** Fabrication lab equipment included A) an Acer vertical turret milling machine (3VKH), B) an Acer high precision engine lathe (Dynamic 1740G), and gas metal arc welding (GMAW) using a Miller power source (Millermatic 180 Autoset).

After the fabrication labs were completed, a culminating design project was assigned to synthesize the knowledge from the four labs. Students worked in pairs to design a product that could be fabricated and assembled using the equipment worked with during the labs. Each design had to satisfy the following constraints:

- The assembly must be completed in 4-5 lab sections (approximately 5 hours of work).
- The assembly must include milling, turning, welding, tapping, and threading components.
- One additional lab period could be added if needed.
- Additional pieces of equipment could be used, but they must already be at the university.
- Similar materials must be used: aluminum for machining and steel for welding.
- The cost of the materials should not be significantly increased from the current year’s lab.
Each team submitted a report describing the proposed product and the sequence of lab activities needed to fabricate each component. Each team also presented a 5-minute “sales pitch” to their classmates. The students peer evaluated the projects in four categories: feasibility, cost, presentation quality, and appeal. The highest scoring project (Fig. 5) was created in the fabrication lab the following year (spring semester 2018). Overall, the reflection essays and design project established the grade for the hands-on component.
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**Figure 5:** The winning lab design project was a Christmas Tree consisting of a milled aluminum “tree” (1), turned aluminum “trunk” (2), and a welded steel “tree stand” (3). The trunk was threaded (4) and the tree was assembled in during the fourth fabrication lab.

2. **Lecture Component:**

For processes not covered in the THORS course, content was delivered during regularly scheduled lectures. However, these course meetings were updated to improve student engagement and motivation. Williams and Williams recommend integrating online media into the delivery of course content to improve student engagement [7]. Therefore, traditional PowerPoint presentations were supplemented with videos detailing manufacturing processes. The availability of these videos on YouTube allowed for demonstrations of complex manufacturing processes without leaving the room. Student interviews conducted by Savage et al. revealed that PowerPoint-intensive lectures can negatively affect a student’s motivation to learn [11]. In an effort to improve student engagement, active learning activities and guest speakers were incorporated into the course meetings.

As a practical application of the course material, the students engaged in “How’s it Made?” activities. Working in teams of 3-4, students competed to identify the manufacturing processes used to fabricate metallic and polymer objects (Fig. 6) by observing the object’s shape, surface finish, and function. When learning about additive manufacturing (AM), the students were assigned an internet-based “scavenger hunt” to determine the differences between popular AM processes.
During the spring 2017 semester, three experts working in industry were invited to give guest lectures. These speakers addressed the following topics: welding processes in industry, advances in heat treatment of metals, and succeeding as an engineer in a manufacturing industry. When these guests lectured, each student was required to ask at least one question and then write a reflection essay describing what they learned about possible applications to their future engineering careers.
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**Figure 6:** Example “How’s it Made” objects. Some metallic objects included an A) aluminum bracket (milling), B) steel square tubing (hot rolling, welding), and C) an elbow pipe fitting (casting, tapping). Example polymer objects include D) an eagle-shaped inset (injection molding), E) a section of PVC pipe (extrusion), and F) a disk mount (additive manufacturing: Fused Deposition Modeling).

### 3. Final Presentation:

Since it is not possible to cover all manufacturing-related topics in a 2-credit hour course, a research project was integrated into the 2016 version of the course. For this project, students were given the opportunity to research manufacturing topics of personal interest that were not addressed in other course content. During the 2017 course, this final project was adapted into a TED Talk-style presentation [12]. This project was modeled with permission from a biomechanics project originally presented by Kuxhaus [13].

The manufacturing TED Talk was assigned 4 weeks before the final exam period. Students were provided an entire lecture meeting to complete a brainstorming worksheet. Potential projects were identified from broad categories including challenges facing the growth of manufacturing in the United States, advances in manufacturing technology, the application of manufacturing in specific interest areas (i.e. biomedical, aerospace, etc), and the description of manufacturing processes not already covered by the other course content.

Each student was then required to develop a 5-minute TED Talk about their chosen topic. The students were permitted one powerpoint slide to use as a visual aid to be displayed during their talk. The final exam period was organized as a mini-TED Conference during which the students
presented their manufacturing TED Talks to faculty and their peers. The TED Talks were evaluated on the basis of presentation quality, organization, content, and originality.

**Data Analysis**

**THORS Academy**

Student learning in the self-learning component was tracked by comparing Pre-Assessment scores to Post-Assessment scores for each THORS course (Fig. 7). On average, students improved upon their Pre-Assessment score by 44 (± 13) percentage points after completing the Course Content modules. In addition to topic mastery, the THORS course also increased student engagement. At the conclusion of the semester, students were surveyed with the following question: “Do you recommend that I use these again or should I return to a normal textbook?” Overall, 13 students (93%) recommended the continued use of THORS in place of a manufacturing textbook.

**Figure 7**: Post Assessment scores were 44 (± 13) percentage points higher than the assessments taken before course participation. *p<0.05

**Course Design**

To quantify student attitudes regarding the changes integrating into the course, each student was surveyed following their TED Talk presentations. Students were asked to list their three favorite aspects of the course. A histogram of student responses is shown in Figure 8. Overall, the manufacturing facility tours were the most frequent response (10 students). The use of THORS academy was the second most frequent response (7 students), followed by the fabrication lab (6 students) and the active lectures (6 students) respectively. The active lecture category included responses listing either specific lecture activities or individual topics that were covered. One student listed that the “course prepared me for my future,” which is represented by Other.
Student attitudes about the new course (2017; n = 14) were also compared to those taking the course before the changes were made (2016; n = 10). Evaluation scores from the university’s *Student Evaluation of Instructor and Course* were gathered for seven questions relating to the students’ attitude toward the course structure and content delivery (Tab. 3). Each evaluation was scored as Strongly Agree (4), Agree (3), Disagree (2), or Strongly Disagree (1). Evaluation scores were improved in all categories under the new course structure (Fig. 9). Overall, the greatest increases were observed for evaluation 3 (16%), “The instructor cared about my learning in the course” and evaluation 4 (14%) “The instructor motivated me to learn.”

**Table 3:** Course Evaluations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Evaluation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The instructor made the subject matter understandable.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>The instructor made the subject matter interesting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>The instructor cared about my learning in the course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>The instructor motivated me to learn.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>The instructor used the scheduled class time effectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>The work I did in this course contributed to my learning.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>The course contributed to my intellectual growth.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 9: Comparison of 2016 and 2017 course evaluation in general show improvement under the new course structure (A). The greatest percentage increases were observed in assessments 3 and 4 (B).

Discussion

Teaching a highly information-driven course presents challenges to student engagement, especially when this course is taught to seniors during their final semester. Prior experience teaching this manufacturing course motivated the redesign of the structure presented in this paper. From an instructor standpoint, the new course structure required more preparation time, but was more enjoyable and rewarding in the end. The students also seemed to benefit from the new structure both in their learning and engagement. Broadly speaking, the new course structure created a learning environment in which students learned the material (Fig. 7), appreciated the specific course components (Fig. 8) and felt more motivated to learn than those from the previous year (Fig. 9).
Overwhelming, student surveys revealed a preference for the online-based learning resource, THORS Academy, to the use of a typical manufacturing textbook. While only a small data point, this result seems to agree with other studies indicating a student preference for a greater incorporation of technological resources as learning tools [5-7]. Post-Assessment scores were significantly greater than Pre-Assessment scores indicating knowledge retention by the student following the Course Content modules. A more thorough assessment is needed to determine long-term retention of the content in larger populations. While the experiences using THORS were positive, it is not yet clear whether the most appropriate use of THORS is as a replacement or as a supplement to a traditional manufacturing textbook.

While broad conclusions may be drawn from the data presented, the study is limited by low course enrollment numbers which reduced the statistical significance of the findings. Because of this, it is difficult to isolate the effect of the individual course components from the students’ personal opinion of the instructor when analyzing the course evaluation data. As such, one student with either a low or high opinion of the instructor could significantly sway the data. The small class size, however, allowed for an easy integration of the new course components. Scaling up to the needs of larger course enrollments could be both difficult and resource-intensive. This would be especially true for the the hands-on component of the course.

The broad changes to the course structure and content delivery presented in this paper represent a first attempt to address student engagement and motivation in this manufacturing course. Future iterations of the course will continue to address these issues. For one such change, the course would benefit from a more diverse offering of THORS courses. This could be implemented through a combination of assigning more courses, assigning shorter courses, and assigning only subsections of the longer courses. Additionally, the fabrication lab component could be expanded to include other processes. With the growing popularity of AM, students should also be trained to use this technology. Many other papers have already discussed the benefits of integrating AM into undergraduate courses [14-15]. Finally, the end goal is for the course to be taught as a fully “flipped” course. Under this paradigm, content relating to each manufacturing processes would be delivered through an online course. The timing of these online courses would correspond to a hands-on experiences during the scheduled lecture, which could include fabrication labs, facility tours, or problem-based learning activities.
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